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A WINNING RACE PLAN 

Hebrews 12. 1-4 

 

1. Running the race vv1-3 

Book of Hebrews a series of sermons. In ch 11 writer been looking back at the Bibles hall of fame, the great 

heroes of the pilgrimage of faith, who had hung on through all kinds of difficulties, to complete the 

journey. Now time come for the preacher to “strike fire” in the souls of his congregation, to get them out of 

the pews and on the march to Zion. Does so by shifting the image. Moves from a pilgrimage to a sports 

arena and enlists them as the final runners in a great relay of faith. The baton has been passed from Abel to 

Enoch to Noah to Abraham and Sarah and now it is their turn to run. The previous runners have taken their 

seats in the stadium watching to see how we will perform.  

v1………….. 

 

This image of the race tremendously important in understanding what it means to be follower of Jesus. See 

follower of Jesus not an unconcerned wanderer along byways of life, out for Sunday afternoon stroll 

meandering off down whatever lane seems interesting. Not a tourist returns each night to place from which 

started. Is a pilgrim forever on the way, a runner in a race setting off for a goal, a goal which has been set by 

Jesus who has already run the race before us. But the race is a marathon race and we need to be and 

endurance athlete who lasts the distance not a sprinter goes off at high speed but only lasts 100 m.. 

Travelling light really important in a marathon and the preacher to strip off anything that would slow us 

down - the weighty encumbrances, surplus clothes, shackling sins - and run so we last the distance.  

 

The trail has already been blazed; the path of the race has already been forged by Jesus. He is the lead 

runner, and he shows us where to go, since he is the author or better “pioneer”, the one who sets the 

course. He also shows us how to run, since he is the one who runs the race with flawless form, the 

perfecter of our faith.  
 

Most marathon courses especially in NZ have some strategically placed hills. Esp. most popular one in NZ, 

Rotorua the one I have run more of my 20 marathons on than any other, has a couple, one at half way and 

the other at 20 miles, point most people hit the wall. Course I ran last, Boston, has one also appropriately 

named “heartbreak hill.” And key to succeeding there is conquering the hills. And Jesus teaches us how to 

handle the long hills, how to get past the wall, how to get a second wind when it gets really tough, by 

keeping your eyes on the prize that awaits those who endure. Only way to complete a marathon is to keep 

your eye focused on the joy and the honour that awaits when you when you finish. And Jesus himself kept 

his eyes on the prize, the joy set before him, a seat at the right hand of God. And so because of this Jesus 

endured with all the pain and shame of the cross.  

 

And so the preacher calls us to consider Jesus. When we look at Jesus and see the disciplined, loving, 

strong and faithful way that Jesus ran the race, we are motivated to lace up our running shoes, to grasp the 

baton, and run toward the finish line. When I was training for marathon used to try and find book about one 

of great runners, Murray Halberg, Greta Waitz, Rob de Castella or someone. Found it so inspiring how they 

had prepared and run the race and kept me going. If they could do it so could I. See the race is hard, our 

muscles are tired, we grow weary and begin to lose heart.  

 

2. No pain no gain – the discipline of training vv4-11 
According to an old tale on the wall of a city telephone booth was plastered a sticker that read “If you are 

tired of sin, read John 3:16”. Below this someone had written “If you are not tired of sin call 555-1176.” 

And the preachers congregation is tired all right, but they are not exactly tired of sin and it is not precisely 

accurate to say that they are tired of sainthood either. What they are tired of is the struggle between the two, 

the constant warfare of trying to stay faithful to the end. We don’t know exactly what the specific nature of 

the battles they were fighting was, but they were paying some kind of price for their faith that was 

increasingly taking its toll on their hope and endurance. Arguments, painful disputes, accusations, bitter 

words, broken friendships – all are very wearisome. Since these Jews had been converted to become 
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followers of Jesus, had doubtless been many such arguments. Friends of years had become virtual enemies, 

relatives had been alienated. There had been mocking, intimidation, persecution.  

 

Becoming a committed follower of Jesus always carries a price tag. When the experience of Christians in 

many cultures and settings is surveyed, the currency changes but the fact of costly commitment remains 

and we are not always willing to pay the cost, can seem too high. But most of the time what erodes 

confidence is loss of hope. It begins to seem futile to pay the cost when nothing changes, when the 

problems seem unfixable and the powers-that-be too strong. The odds seem too stacked against us in a 

culture that is becoming more and more distant from its Christian heritage and roots.  

 

So for all these reasons and more Christian grow weary and lose heart. They get tired of the struggle, tired 

of fighting the problems, tired of serving the needs of people who turn away without a word of thanks, tired 

of battling to keep their ministry going, tired of battling their own addictions and craving, tired of fighting  

off their own desire just to put up their feet and rest on the way. Interesting the two words that used here 

growing weary  and losing heart used by Aristotle of an athlete who flings himself on the ground in 

panting relaxation and collapse after he has surged past the finish post of the race. So preacher here saying 

in effect “Don’t give up too soon; don’t relax before the tape; don’t collapse until the winning post is past; 

stay on your feet until you get to the end.”  See for most part weary followers of Jesus not do anything 

drastic, just stop going. Preacher not concerned about the few who make a great scene and slam door of 

church on way out. It is those who just fade away never to be seen again. Sometimes after finishing 

marathon get asked by anxious wife or friend, have you seen John. Well he was still with me up to the 20 k 

mark and then he just seemed to fall off and I never saw him again.  

 

And so in response to his congregations fatigue does two things. 

a. Asks them again to remember the example of Jesus. In the image of the race that has dominated so far 

Jesus was viewed as the lead runner, and the congregation was asked to draw inspiration from his example. 

Here the picture is not of a race, but a battle, but once again the follower is called to imitate their leader. In 

effect he says “I know that you are meeting resistance and getting shot at from all sides, but just remember 

how much enemy fire Jesus drew in his way to victory and take heart” In fact he says whatever hostility 

you are encountering it hasn’t yet resulted in blood shed which is of course what happened to Jesus.  

 

Sam Shoemaker great Christian who poured his life into helping the poor and homeless in New York City. 

His health was failing and his sense of the huge need in the city just overwhelming and he discouraged. A 

friend asked “Why don’t you just run away from it all before you are broken by this inhuman burden you 

have place on yourself?” “I would like to run away from it all” he replied “but a strange man on a cross 

won’t let me.”  

 

b. A purpose in the pain. All suffering is painful but people can endure intense distress and pain if they 

know it is not meaningless. I have been fortunate in that until my recent battle with arthritis I have never 

suffered any even mildly serious kind of illness. So for me some of the most intense pain I have ever 

experienced has been when I have been pushing myself hard training for some sports event - particularly to 

run a marathon. And doing 12 x 400 reps and only done 6 and it really hurts. But keep on pushing self 

through the pain because know it’ll pay off on race day. And the preacher here is like a coach when the 

training is really tough who says come on keep at it, it’ll all be worthwhile in the end, remember “no pain 

no gain.” Or to use the image in the passage itself, is like the wise next-door neighbour of young children 

who are complaining that their parents are too hard on them, too ready to discipline, give them too many 

chores, reassuring them that their parent’s discipline springs from love and has a good purpose. 

 

Why should we think of God’s parental discipline as a good thing? 

 It is a sure sign that we are really God’s children. A parent does not discipline the next door neighbours 

kids but his own, and a child who is undisciplined is a sign that nobody really cares about them 

 We can recognise God’s pattern from our own family upbringing. As children we were rarely 

enthusiastic about our parents correcting and disciplining us but looking back we can see it was in our 

own best interests and we are much the better for it 
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 The end result of God’s discipline is worth the pain. You see the result of this is that we share God’s 

holiness and produce a harvest of righteousness. In other words our character becomes like God’s.  

 

Why do good parent’s discipline and correct their children? Sure don’t do it because masochists and want 

to see them suffer, experience bit of pain. Do it because they want them to grow up to be like them, to share 

their values, commitments and way of life. And nothing honours a parent more than to see one of their 

children picking up and doing something they good at and enjoy. And as a parent God is the same way. We 

are disciplined so that we will grow up to be like God, to love what God loves, to mature into the image of 

God”, to “share God’s holiness”. And do it also because want them to grow up to have life full of meaning 

and joy and filled with harvest of good things. And parent’s know that what looks attractive to a child may 

not be good in the long run, and conversely what looks unappealing may be just what they need.  

 

3. Limping toward the finish line vv12-17 

At the beginning of this chapt the preacher roused the congregation with the exciting picture of a race. 

Banners were flying, the stadium full of spectators, and he urges these followers of Jesus to get into it. But 

now after looking at this difficult question of suffering changes the image of the follower of Jesus as a 

runner with a limp. Sometimes see on television coverage of one of major marathons in world - New York 

or London or whatever. Most attention at front, few elite athletes striding through with incredible ease and 

pace. Occasionally flicks further back in the field, all the ordinary runners. Few more years under the belt, 

little more weight over the belt, lot more pausing to drink water and catch your breath. Some start to run 

with a limp. And sometimes see someone getting slower and slower till just stop, give up. Never really 

knew personally what this like till ran Boston, and I now somewhat older, not able to train as much esp. in 

temps of minus 12 or 13 at times, or nearly 3 foot of snow. And over last 10km all I wanted to do stop, but 

while reduced to walk occasionally give legs a bit of break, knew if actually stoped moving forward never 

get going again.  

 

Therefore strengthen your feeble arms and weak knees. In marathon often hear commentator saying 

runners hands begun to drop - sign they tiring. And when get really tired begin like a boxer to go at knees, 

wobble and sometimes just collapse. When this happens at back of marathon field other runners often stop 

and help. Kind of bonding exists. Know they all struggling and help each other out. Community of pain. 

And what preacher calls on these runners following after Jesus to do. Make an effort to live in peace with 

everyone. See to it that no one misses the grace of God and that no root of bitterness grows up to 

cause trouble. The Christian race, what one Jewish Christian called the “route march of the people of 

God” you’re not going to make it on your own so keep good relationships with your fellow runners. 

 

Then no doubt this image of Christians as people running with a limp calls to mind old Jacob, walking with 

a limp after his night of wrestling with God, and that leads him on to think of his brother Esau, who for a 

single meal sold his inheritance rights as the oldest son. Esau was due to inherit everything from the 

family, but one day got hungry, saw Jacob with a bowl of stew he wanted, so gave him his inheritance 

rights for it. As one writer put it “when they were handing out T-shirts for the big marathon Esau was in the 

chow line and missed the race.”  What the preacher fears his congregation about to do. Like Esau feeling 

some of immediate pressures and pain of following Jesus, some hunger pangs, and the temptation is 

foolishly and shortsightedly to abandon the faith for something more immediately gratifiying. And if they 

do, and limp off the track and head for the pub, then they’ll miss the prize that awaits them at the finish line. 

And sadly I seen so many people started out in the race with Jesus, got weary and tired, and wanted like 

Esau a full stomach now, a good time, easier life, and dropped out of the race and so will miss the reward.   

 

4. Staying focused on the goal  vv18-24 

Poet Robert Frost begins “The Road Not Taken” “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.” The community 

to whom this message given not in a yellow wood - a spiritual desert - but they have come to a place where 

2 roads diverge, and like the traveller in Frost’s poem, the one they choose to take will make all the 

difference. 

 

Signpost that points down one fork reads “To Mt Sinai” and the signpost pointing down the other fork 

reads “To Mt Zion”. Sinai and Zion metaphors for the old and new covenants which writer spent all of chs 
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8-10 looking at and comparing, and his whole goal been to get us to go to Mt Zion. But is afraid that will 

find it too hard, will choose the other path back to the old life, to Mt Sinai. Road well travelled, downhill, , 

plenty of fast food restaurants, and looks a great deal more comfortable than the rocky narrow road that 

leads to Zion. 

 

In order to get us to choose the high road to travel to Zion, uses classic travel agent’s strategy: gets them to 

imagine they already there. Think of a tele ad opens with scene of harried executive driving in rush hour 

traffic talking into his cell phone. Suddenly scene dissolves to golden beach, boat bobbing gently at anchor. 

Narrator’s voice saying “Forget the traffic and tension, the phones and emails. You aren’t at the office 

anymore, you have come to the magical island of Fiji.” The fact is your aren’t in Fiji, you’re in your lounge 

watching this on tele, but in your mind you are already taking a dip in the warm Pacific.  

 

And so the writer begins. You aren’t at the office anymore. You have not come to a mountain that can 

be touched and that is burning with fire; to darkness, gloom and storm. What’s wrong with Sinai? It is 

a place of fear and terror. A constant reminder that God is too holy and too aweful to come near. All the 

signs of the old covenant say keep away from God’s presence, your are too unworthy to come near.  

 

But Zion!! The writer then gives this marvellous one sentence description vv22-24…… 

And he is saying to this congregation whose arms are drooping and knees are weakening, and they are 

thinking of giving up, of going back to Sinai - this is what you are giving up, this is what awaits you at the 

finish, this is what is already in your grasp. The one thing that kept me going in that Boston marathon, 

moving forward however slowly, was the picture of coming down that final stretch, the finish line in sight, 

knowing the stands along sides be full of people cheering, the great cloud of witnesses, and getting the 

medal and photograph after that showed I had stayed the course and finished the journey. And sure enough 

when turned final bend I literally was able to sprint the final half kilometre or so toward the finish. And that 

ultimately is what keeps us going keeping our eye fixed on the reward at the end, Jesus the mediator of a 

new covenant, the author and perfector of our faith and the joy of being with Christ in God’s presence 

forever.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


